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Bifurcationsa b s t r a c t
In Part I of this paper, a quasi-static experimental path-following method was developed that uses tan-
gent quantities in a feedback controller, based on Newton’s method. The ability to compute an experi-
mental tangent stiffness opens the door to more advanced path-following techniques. Here, we extend
the experimental path-following method to: (i) pinpointing of critical points (limit and branching
points); (ii) branch switching to alternate equilibrium paths; and (iii) tracing of critical points with
respect to a secondary parameter. We initially explore these more advanced concepts via the virtual test-
ing environment introduced and validated in Part I. Ultimately, the objective is to demonstrate novel test-
ing procedures and protocols made possible by these advanced experimental path-following methods. In
particular, three pertinent examples are discussed: (i) design sensitivity plots for shape-adaptive morph-
ing structures; (ii) validation of nonlinear FE benchmark models; and (iii) non-destructive testing of sub-
critical (unstable) buckling of thin-walled shells.
 2020 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).1. Introduction following. Here, we extend the theoretical aspects of experimentalPart I of this paper introduced an experimental path-following
method using Newton’s method for nonlinear structures, based
on the use of multiple control points. The additional control points
can (i) stabilise otherwise unstable equilibria; (ii) control the shape
of the structure; and (iii) provide information about the experi-
mental ‘tangential’ stiffness matrix of the tested structure. Using
this technique, a nonlinear structure can be tested smoothly with-
out inducing snaps at limit points of the main loading parameter;
consequently, both stable and unstable equilibria of the nonlinear
structure can be path-followed.
Beyond path-following of stable and unstable equilibria,
numerical path-following (numerical continuation) techniques
allow the stability of structures to be interrogated in a comprehen-
sive manner. For example, extended systems for pinpointing of
critical points (Seydel, 1979), branch switching at symmetry-
breaking bifurcations (Wagner et al., 1988), and tracing of critical
points through parameter space (so-called ‘fold lines’) (Eriksson,
1994) have been introduced. Similar to the way that the path-
following equations for ordinary points (non-critical equilibria)
were amended to a displacement-controlled experimental setting
in Part I, these extended systems can also be reformulated into
feedback control algorithms amenable to experimental path-path-following to: (i) pinpointing of critical points on equilibrium
paths; (ii) branch switching at bifurcations; and (iii) tracing of crit-
ical curves with respect to a secondary loading parameter (fold
lines). The feasibility of the developed control algorithms is
demonstrated in principle using the virtual testing environment
validated in Part I. These extensions bring the features and capabil-
ities of experimental path-following to parity with numerical con-
tinuation methods used for design and analysis.
The objective of Part II is to provide an outlook of different test-
ing capabilities that these techniques enable. In particular, by
focusing on pertinent example structures we show that the
enhanced experimental path-following methodologies outlined
herein can be used to: (i) create design sensitivity plots (bifurca-
tion maps) of shape-adaptive morphing structures; (ii) validate
nonlinear FE benchmark models; and (iii) create new non-
destructive testing and certification paradigms for imperfection-
sensitive shells susceptible to subcritical (unstable) buckling. The
paper continues with introducing new control algorithms for more
advanced experimental path-following. These algorithms are then
implemented within the virtual testing environment on three dif-
ferent problems.
2. Control Algorithms for Experimental Continuation
In Part I (Shen et al., 2021), we derived the governing equation
implemented in the control algorithm for path-following of stable
J. Shen, R.M.J. Groh, M. Schenk et al. International Journal of Solids and Structures 213 (2021) 25–40and unstable points, which can be written explicitly in a parti-
tioned form in terms of the incremental displacements at the main
actuation Dua ¼ Dkûa (ûa being an unchanging reference displace-
ment vector comprising the displacements at all the main actua-
tion points) and probing control points Dup:
KppT Dup þ KpaT ûaDk ¼ Rpðup; kÞ; ð1Þ
where KppT ¼ @Rp=@up and KpaT ¼ @Rp=@ua are the tangential stiffness
matrix components that are approximated using the finite differ-
ence method; Rp is a vector of reaction force readings at the probes.
In the following sections, we discuss how this equation can be
extended in an augmented system to pinpoint critical points (Sec-
tion 2.1), branch switch at symmetry-breaking bifurcations (Sec-
tion 2.2), and trace fold lines (Section 2.3).
2.1. Stability and critical points
During path-following it is expedient to compute the eigenval-
ues (or a subset of the eigenvalues) of the tangent stiffness matrix
KppT . If all eigenvalues are positive, then the equilibrium configura-
tion is (locally) stable. If at least one eigenvalue is negative, then
the equilibrium configuration is (locally) unstable. In an experi-
ment, an unstable equilibrium is one where removing the probes
causes the structure to instantaneously snap to an alternative equi-
librium. If the number of negative eigenvalues changes from one
equilibrium state to another, then the experiment must have
passed either a limit point or a branching point; for the latter,
two or more equilibrium curves intersect.
The location of the singular (critical) point can be pinpointed (to
within a numerical tolerance) with one additional Newton step
using a bordering equation that describes the singularity of the
tangent stiffness matrix. Pinpointing critical points is useful for
evaluating snap-through loads more accurately and for ascertain-
ing the existence of bifurcations onto other branches. Furthermore,
unfolding of these critical points with respect to additional param-
eters can provide insights into imperfection and design-parameter
sensitivity.
Different bordering equations exist, but all make use of the
mathematical definition of the singularity of the tangent stiffness
matrix. This is because, using a Taylor series expansion, a small
change in the energy potential, dPðup; kÞ, due to movements in
the probe points, dup, with the main actuation points held constant
(i.e. k ¼ constant) is
dP ¼ @P
@up










T dup þ Oðdu3pÞ: ð2Þ
By definition, Rp ¼ 0 for equilibrium, such that the sign of
du>pK
pp
T dup is a sufficient condition for ascertaining the stability
of the equilibrium state for small perturbations dup, i.e. local stabil-
ity. Assuming a symmetric tangent stiffness matrix KppT , a critical
point on an equilibrium path with varying parameter k may thus
be determined by du>pK
pp
T dup ¼ 0, for some dup. This coincides with
the condition that
detKppT ðup; kÞ ¼ 0 ) KppT ðup; kÞ/ ¼ l/ ¼ 0; ð3Þ
where l ¼ 0 is the eigenvalue that corresponds to the critical eigen-
vector / at the critical point ðup; kÞ.
In order to pinpoint critical points, an extended system is for-
mulated, including the equilibrium Eq. (1) and a singularity condi-
tion as the bordering equation, i.e. a variant of Eq. (3). The
advantage of an extended system is that the singularity condition
forces Newton’s method to converge to the critical point directly26in a single step, provided the starting point is sufficiently close to
the singularity. Although bisection techniques have also been
developed (Crisfield, 1991; Shi, 1996), these require the calculation
of multiple intermediate equilibrium points to hone-in on the sin-
gularity, and are thus more time consuming and less amenable to
an experimental setting.
One potential bordering equation is the minimally augmented
method introduced by Griewank et al. (1984). In the minimally
augmented method, the vector equation of Eq. (3) is expressed as
its scalar equivalent
l ¼ />KppT / ¼ 0 ð4Þ
where l is a critical eigenvalue of the symmetric tangent stiffness
matrix KppT and / the associated unit-magnitude eigenvector,
i.e. />/ ¼ 1. As is shown later, the solution of the critical-point
extended system requires computation of the second derivative of
the probe forces Rp. In the present experimental path-following set-
ting, the minimally augmented method introduced by Griewank
et al. (1984) is used, because it leads to the least expensive means
of computing the second derivative via finite differences. Other
common schemes that are used in numerical path-following algo-
rithms—such as the nullvector method, first presented by Seydel
(1979)—are also possible but require more finite difference steps;
this considerably increases the experimental testing time, as well
as the susceptibility to experimental noise and hysteresis.
In the experimental control system, the eigenvalue problem of
Eq. (4) is first solved independently, and equilibrium is then sought
in a second step while keeping l and / constant. The eigenvalue
problem (the first step) is written as an iterative problem of the
form
KppT /kþ1 ¼ lkþ1/k; ð5aÞ
/>kþ1/k ¼ 1; ð5bÞ
where Eq. (5b) constrains the updated eigenvector to be parallel to
the previous one with jj/kþ1jj2 ¼ jj/kjj2 ¼ 1. Note, by pre-
multiplying Eq. (5a) with />kþ1 and heeding Eq. (5b), we recover
the original scalar condition lkþ1 ¼ />kþ1KppT /kþ1 of Eq. (4). Thus,
Eq. (1) is a valid iterative form of Eq. (4). Eqs. (5a)–(5b) are rear-











In the second step, the equilibrium equations are augmented






to find an equilibrium state that satisfies the singularity constraint.
Linearising Eq. (7) using the same procedure as for the equilibrium
condition Rp ¼ 0 in Part I, a critical point ðup; kÞ is calculated via
















The first row of Eq. (8) features the linearised equilibrium prob-
lem previously introduced in Part I. The second row features the


























J. Shen, R.M.J. Groh, M. Schenk et al. International Journal of Solids and Structures 213 (2021) 25–40The challenge in experimental path-following is that, contrary
to numerical path-following, we do not have direct access to the
tangent stiffness. Instead, it is approximated from the probe force
measurements by finite differences, and therefore, higher-order
finite differences are required to compute the derivatives of the
tangent stiffness matrix in Eq. (9).
To compute accurate second-order derivatives of the probe
force measurements that preserve (to the extent possible) the
quadratic rate of convergence of Newton’s method, we make use
of directional (Gateaux) derivatives. To accomplish this, recall that
the vectorrf ðxÞ  v can be formulated as the directional derivative
of the vector f ðxÞ in the direction of v . Hence, using the definition
of directional derivatives
rf ðxÞ  v ¼ rv f ðxÞ ¼ dd f ðxþ vÞ

¼0
 f ðxþ vÞ  f ðxÞ

; ð10Þ
with  a small parameter  1. Using this definition, the derivatives
in Eq. (9) are expressed as
@KppT
@up
/ ¼ r/KppT ¼
d
d










ûa ¼ rûaKppT ¼
d
d





T ðup;ua þ ûaÞ  KppT ðup;uaÞ

: ð11bÞ
By substituting Eq. (11) back into Eq. (9), and using the fact that
the tangent stiffness matrix is the gradient of the probe forces with
respect to the probe displacements, we can write Eq. (9) as
@l
@up






¼ />rûaKppT / ¼ />rûa
@Rp
@up
/ ¼ />r/ûaRp: ð12bÞ


















Note that the higher-order derivatives may be sensitive to noise in
real experimental scenarios. One potential solution is to adopt
Gaussian process regression to create a local model of the response
surface on which standard numerical continuation algorithms can
then be applied. This method has been demonstrated to be robust
to experimental noise and enable tracking of geometric features
of the response surface such as folds in nonlinear dynamic experi-
ments (Renson et al., 2019).
The pinpointing process then proceeds as follows. While contin-
uing along an equilibrium path, the eigenvalues of the tangent
stiffness matrix are monitored in the control system. When the
number of negative eigenvalues between two consecutive equilib-
rium solutions changes, a critical point must exist between these
two converged equilibria, and the pinpointing procedure is started
by solving Eq. (8).
Once a critical point has been computed, the nature of the crit-
ical point, i.e. limit point or bifurcation point, can be determined.
Parameterising equilibrium condition Rp ¼ 0 in terms of an arc-
length parameter s and differentiating with respect to this curve
parameter gives27R
_










p þ KpaT ûa k
_
¼ 0; ð14Þ
where a superimposed dot denotes differentiation with respect to s.
Given the symmetry of KppT and the singularity condition of Eq. (3),
pre-multiplication of Eq. (14) by /> at a critical point yields





Hence, on an equilibrium path with one changing parameter
there can only be two types of critical points—a limit point, i.e. a
local extremumwith _k ¼ 0 and />KpaT ûa – 0, or a bifurcation point,
i.e. an intersection between two or more distinct equilibrium
curves with />KpaT ûa ¼ 0. If a bifurcation point has been found,
we can choose to branch switch onto any of the connected paths.
A procedure for doing this is shown in the next section.
2.2. Branch switching
If the determined critical point is a branching point, we may
place the structure into this critical configuration u ¼ ðup;uaÞ
and attempt to branch switch. In the case of a simple degeneracy,
i.e. exactly one zero eigenvalue with two paths intersecting at a
branching point, switching from one path to the other is relatively
straightforward. For compound instabilities, more advanced meth-
ods are required, see e.g. Huitfeldt (1991). The simplest method is
based on the notion of the nullvector. Namely, if an eigenvector /
spans the nullspace of the tangent stiffness matrix, i.e. KppT / ¼ 0,
and if an arbitrary load vector f is in the columnspace of KppT , such
that KppT up ¼ f has a solution up ¼ up, then up ¼ up þ a/ is also a
solution for any a 2 R. Thus, the critical eigenvector at the branch-
ing point / (corresponding to a zero eigenvalue) computed from
the tangent stiffness matrix KppT is used as a perturbation to u

p




Therefore, the perturbed probing point unewp with the main actu-
ation points held constant (unewa ¼ ua) are used as the predictor for
the first step onto the new branch. The magnitude of the scaling





where the sign of n controls the direction of path-following along
the bifurcated path and q is a problem-specific constant in the
range of 1–100. Once the predictor has been defined, a converged
equilibrium configuration on the new path is determined as out-
lined in Part I.
2.3. Path-following of critical points
Apart from pinpointing critical points for a particular structure,
we may also be interested in computing the sensitivity of critical
points with respect to another parameter, resulting in a fold line.
For example, in the case of a post-buckled Euler column that is
snapped from one buckled shape to its inverse, it may be pertinent
to assess the sensitivity of the snapping load with respect to the
applied compression loading. In this setting, the equilibrium equa-
tions Rpðup; k; fÞ ¼ 0 are written in terms of two active parameters
k and f—the former being the loading parameter that parametrises
the displacement at the main actuation points ua and the latter
parametrising a secondary loading.
A fold line algorithm constrains the equilibrium equations to a
curve that unfolds a baseline critical point with respect to the sec-
J. Shen, R.M.J. Groh, M. Schenk et al. International Journal of Solids and Structures 213 (2021) 25–40ondary parameter, i.e. a curve describing ðup; kÞ ¼ ðupðfÞ; kðfÞÞ.
The unfolding of limit and branching points often results in a
sequence of critical points of the same nature, limit or branching.
For the classic pitchfork bifurcation of the elastica, however, small
geometric imperfections can break the pitchfork, thereby trans-
forming the branching point into a limit point. This means that
for specific values of the secondary parameter, the unfolding of
limit and branching points can lead to sequences of critical points
of the other nature. The fold line algorithm presented in this sec-
tion can handle both types of critical points, such that sequences
of limit points only, branching points only, and combinations of
limit and branching points can be traced.
Following from the algorithm presented for pinpointing critical
points in Section 2.1, the minimally augmented method is used to
formulate an extended system to trace along a fold line. The differ-
ence to the pinpointing procedure for individual critical points is
that f is now introduced as a second parameter. This means that
an additional equation needs to be specified to uniquely define
the system. This equation takes the form of a path-following con-
straint. In general, the arc-length constraint may be written as
Nðup; k; fÞ ¼ n>upup þ nkkþ nff r, where r is a constant that con-
strains the arc-length. For example, to retrieve Riks’ arc-length
equation (Riks, 1979), we define n>up ¼ Du
ð1;kÞ
p ; nk ¼ Dkð1;kÞ and
nf ¼ Dfð1;kÞ, where the 	ð1;kÞ quantities are the predictor values of
a loading increment k. Due to the singularity of each converged
equilibrium on a fold line, the predictor values need to be deter-
mined using a more involved procedure outlined in Section 2.4.
Introducing the secondary parameter f into the minimally aug-
mented system of Eq. (7), and adding the arc-length constraint,
leads to







CA ¼ 0: ð18Þ































where approximate directional derivatives of @l=@up and @l=@k
are computed using Eq. (13). Similarly, using the definition of




¼ rfRp ¼ ddRpðup; k; fþ Þ

¼0












Rpðup þ c/; k; fþ Þ  Rpðup; k; fþ Þ
c




To solve the fold line extended system of Eq. (19) efficiently, a
partitioning procedure is used such that only the tangent stiffness
matrix needs to be factorised. The partitioning procedure is
entirely algebraic as shown below. First, the tangent and corrector
components of the probe displacements are found via
dup ¼Kpp
1







































which can then be back-substituted to find the probe displacement
increment
Dup ¼ dup þ Dkdkup þ Dfdfup: ð23Þ2.4. Tangent vectors to curves
The evaluation of the tangent space is important for predicting
the direction of new solutions along an equilibrium path, i.e. eval-
uating the predictor of a loading increment. The tangent space T of
the two-parameter extended system Gðup; k; fÞ  GðyÞ ¼ 0, i.e. the
system without arc-length constraint NðyÞ, is given by the null-
space of the differential matrix,
G;yT ¼ 0: ð24Þ
The dimension of T depends on the number of equations and
variables y in the extended system GðyÞ. For ordinary (non-
critical) equilibrium paths in one parameter, k, the tangent space
is defined as follows





Because there is one more variable than there are equations and
the tangent stiffness matrix KppT is non-singular, a single tangent
vector s ¼ ½s>up ; sk

> spans the nullspace T. Solving Eq. (25) gives,







sk ¼ Tupsk; ð26Þ
where Tup describes the tangent displacement response of
the structure due to an applied load vector KpaT ûa up to an arbi-
trary scalar sk. At a critical point the nullspace may be of higher
dimension due to the singularity of KppT within G;y such that the
direction of the curve is not unique. Hence, the special case of fold






















>; ¼ 0; ð27Þ
which has no unique solution because the tangent stiffness matrix
KppT is singular at a limit or branching point. The important consid-
eration then becomes which columns KpaT ûa and/or @Rp=@f are in
the range of KppT . Defining these two columns as
@Rp
@K for K ¼ ðk; fÞ,
we know that the equation KppT sup ¼  @Rp@Ki has a solution
sup ¼ s0up þ a/ for a 2 R, if
@Rp
@Ki
is in the range of KppT . This condition
is formally enforced by subtracting from @Rp
@Ki
its projection in the














¼ 1 //>  @Rp
@Ki
is always in the range of KppT . By choosing
the particular solution s0upi to be orthogonal to the nullvector we can
combine the condition />s0upi ¼ 0 with Eq. (28) to write a system of
simultaneous equations











where we define the projection of @Rp
@Ki
on the critical eigenvector as
P ¼ /> @Rp
@Ki
and make use of the fact that aKppT / ¼ 0. The system in
Eq. (29) is invertible because the column- and rowspace of KppT are
expanded by the nullvector. By solving this system for each control
parameter i ¼ 1;2, we can assemble each displacement response
s0upi
into the ith column of a tangent displacement matrix T0up such
that the tangent displacement vector is,






þ a/ ¼ T0upsK þ a/: ð30Þ
Naturally, Eq. (30) needs to satisfy the auxiliary equations (sec-




sup þ @l@k sk þ @l@f sf ¼ @l@up
>






















Eq. (31) has three unknowns (two parameters and a), and there-
fore twomore equations are needed. The first equation is the trivial
case of prescribing a unit value for one of the tangent components
in sK. The second equation is derived from pre-multiplying the first
row of Eq. (27) with /> and heeding />KppT ¼ 0. Hence,
/>KppT sup þ />
@Rp
@K
sK  /> @Rp
@K
sK ¼ 0: ð32Þ
By introducing a unit value for one of the tangent components
in sK, Eq. (32) defines a unique proportional relation between the
two parameter values.
For most analyses, Eqs. (29), (31) and (32) can be solved for a
unique tangent vector. In cases where @l
@up
>
/ ¼ 0 or /> @Rp
@K ¼ 0 to
within a predefined numerical tolerance, the system of equations
is singular such that the tangent vector is not uniquely defined.
In particular, if @l
@up
>
/ ¼ 0 then a can not be determined in Eq.
(31). Similarly, when /> @Rp
@K ¼ 0 we lose Eq. (32) such that there
is one free variable in the system. In both these cases, we set
a ¼ 0 and solve for sK using Eq. (31) with one parameter compo-
nent assigned to unity. This situation could, for example, occur at
a hilltop-branching point, where a limit and a branching pointFig. 1. Schematic of a shape-adaptive air inlet. (a) The air inlet with the morphing compo
field imposed by a fluid flowing over the curved structure. Depending on the properties
again when the air speed reduces (d). Reproduced from Arena et al. (2017). (For interpreta
version of this article.)
29coincide. Such a case is unlikely to be experienced in a physical
experiment.
3. Virtual Testing of Experimental Continuation
The virtual testing environment introduced and validated in
Part I is here used to demonstrate that the algorithms developed
in the previous section can, in principle, be applied in an experi-
mental setting. The simulations highlight novel testing paradigms
that are facilitated by these advanced experimental path-following
techniques. Further, they are intended as a motivational outlook on
the potential impact of these techniques on the experimental
mechanics community and the certification of nonlinear
structures.
In particular, we focus on three illustrative cases: (i) investiga-
tion of the effect of pre-compression on the snap-through load of a
curved beam, which has applications in shape-adaptive aerody-
namic surfaces; (ii) experimental design for the validation of a clas-
sical nonlinear FE benchmark problem with a rich nonlinear
response; (iii) introduction of a non-destructive testing framework
for axially compressed cylinders, which has applications in the
design and testing of launch-vehicle structures.
3.1. Effect of pre-compression on a shallow arch
In previous numerical and experimental work, Arena et al.
(2017, 2018) showed that a pre-compressed post-buckled beam
can be used as a shape-adaptive air inlet. An initially flat beam is
buckled into a specific shape that facilitates its function as an air
inlet. As air flows at increasing velocity over the post-buckled
beam, the aerodynamic pressure increases until it is sufficiently
high to snap the beam through into its inverted shape, thereby
closing the inlet (see Fig. 1). The beam can be tailored to automat-
ically open again once the air speed falls below a certain threshold.
Arena et al. (2018) showed that the air speed at which snap-
through and snap-back occurs can be tailored by varying the level
of pre-compression in the beam. To demonstrate the relationship
between snap-through/snap-back loads and pre-compression, a
wind-tunnel experiment had to be repeated in its entirety for vary-
ing levels of pre-compression. A complete test run of the nonlinear
behaviour for each level of pre-compression proved to be time-
consuming. Moreover, a significant amount of additional informa-
tion was generated that was not required to characterise the beha-
viour of the structure. Even though the relationship between snap-
through/snap-back load and pre-compression can be demon-
strated numerically, the strong imperfection sensitivity of nonlin-nent (in red) in its open configuration is actuated (b) and closed (c) by the pressure
of the morphing component, the inlet either remains closed or automatically opens
tion of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
Table 1
Geometric and material properties of the shallow arch. Note that the depth D is into
the page. The material is assumed to be linearly elastic, homogeneous and isotropic.
L (mm) h (mm) t (mm) D (mm) E (MPa) m
205 20 1.57 4.68 3200 0.38
J. Shen, R.M.J. Groh, M. Schenk et al. International Journal of Solids and Structures 213 (2021) 25–40ear systems makes it imperative that key performance parameters,
such as snap-through loads, be validated experimentally. This is
especially the case if morphing structures, such as the shape-
adaptive air inlet, are to be certified for wide-spread industrial
use where reliable operation under uncertain conditions is
paramount.
As the key parameters in this particular system are the limit
points (snap-through & snap-back), the critical point tracking
capability (fold line tracing of Section 2.3) would be ideally suited
to establish an experimental relationship between snap-through/
snap-back loads and pre-compression. In this manner, the key per-
formance parameters of morphing structures, such as the shape-
adaptive air inlet, could be validated experimentally in an efficient
manner.
To demonstrate the fold line tracking capability, we extend the
analysis on the shallow arch presented in Part I by adding a hori-
zontal force to the pinned supports. Geometry and probe layout
are presented in Fig. 2a; dimensions and material properties in
Table 1. All parameters are as defined in Part I. The horizontal force
is equally applied at both supports via horizontal displacement Dc,
as shown in Fig. 2b. The experimental path-following is imple-
mented in the virtual testing environment outlined in Part I. The
arch is modelled in the FE package ABAQUS, but rather than using
the embedded quasi-static Riks solver to apply the transverse load
at the mid-span and trace the ensuing equilibrium path, the arch
deformation is controlled via a sequence of PYTHON scripts that syn-
chronise the movements of the main actuation point (mid-span)
and the two linked probe points (one-quarter and three-squarter
span). Specifically, nodal displacements are imposed at the arch
mid-span to control the main transverse loading, and at the two
probe points at the quarter- and three-quarter span to provide
shape control and determine the residual forces and tangent stiff-
ness. The control algorithm implements the experimental path-
following procedure for ordinary points and critical points, as dis-
cussed in Part I and Part II, respectively.
Fig. 3 presents limit points determined using experimental fold
line tracing, as well as the full equilibrium paths of the shallow
arches with different pre-compression levels obtained using ABA-
QUS’ arc-length solver to obtain an independent benchmark. The
results show good correlation. For fold line tracing, a limit point
on a single equilibrium curve is determined and pre-compression
then varied to balance the control algorithm on the ridge of limit
points. The full equilibrium curves obtained by means of ABAQUS’
arc-length solver are path-followed in their entirety starting from
the unloaded state. The deformed arch configuration at the limit
point is shown in Fig. 3b for different levels of pre-compression.
Fig. 4 presents the residual reaction force and critical eigenvalue
of the experimental tangent stiffness KppT at the converged limit
points for different levels of pre-compression. The convergence
condition in the fold line algorithm is set by the residual reaction
force at the probes Rp. It is observed that the residual reaction forceFig. 2. (a) Shallow arch geometry with additional probe points providing shape control w
horizontal displacement Dc.
30is much smaller than the convergence tolerance limit (kRpk2 ¼ 0:01
N) except for the initial steps. The eigenvalue is also close to zero as
required by the definition of a critical point. Note that even more
accurate values of the eigenvalue l can be obtained by setting an
additional tolerance condition on l during the corrector steps, as
shown by the black squares in Fig. 4. In these cases the final control
point corrector displacements are small, and likely to be practically
infeasible considering instrument precision and measurement
noise.
For verification purposes, the experimental fold line solutions
are compared with the solutions from a numerical path-
following algorithm (see Groh et al., 2018). As shown in Fig. 5a,
the results generally show excellent correlation particularly for
the displacement at the actuation point ua;LP. Since dFa=dua is infi-
nite at the limit point (see Fig. 3a), a small difference in ua leads to
a disproportionately large difference in Fa. This explains the slight
discrepancy in the Fa;LP vs Dc relationship in the experimental and
numerical path-following frameworks in Fig. 5b.
The virtual testing environment reveals that the accuracy of the
fold line algorithm is sensitive to the accuracy of the directional
derivatives of the reaction force and critical eigenvalue. As these
quantities are determined by finite differences, a thorough param-
eter study is required to determine the best perturbation size to
guarantee accurate derivatives, particularly for cases where mea-
surement uncertainty (e.g. noise and hysteresis) cannot be
neglected.
Finally, we comment on the operational effort of the fold line
continuation using the current algorithm. As can be seen in Sec-
tion 2.3, continuation along the fold line generally demands signif-
icant operational efforts in terms of computing derivatives by finite
differences. Each finite-difference operation requires a perturba-
tion loading step to compute the small increment away from the
currently converged state. Excluding the computation of the tan-
gent stiffness matrix, in the case of the fold line, every predictor
and corrector step requires about ten operations, while only one
operation is required for path-following of ordinary equilibrium
points. In cases where the predictor step falls within the conver-
gence tolerance, the operational burden for fold line continuation
is about three times as high as that for ordinary (non-critical)
points. However, the critical point pin-pointing process while
path-following along an equilibrium path also requires about eight
loading operations. Therefore, the fold line continuation is very
economic considering it replaces all of the load increments before
the critical point.hile preserving left–right symmetry. (b) Pre-compression applied at the supports via























Fig. 3. (a) Fold line tracing on a shallow arch with different levels of pre-compression at the supports. Fa and ua are the reaction force and displacement at the main actuation
point, and Dc is the horizontal pre-compression at the supports. The solid lines represent the results obtained from ABAQUS’ arc-length solver and triangles represent results
from experimental fold line tracing. (b) The deformation shapes of the shallow arch at the limit points (b1–b3 in (a)) for different levels of pre-compression. Thin and thick
solid black lines represent the original structural shape and shape with pre-compression only, respectively.






















Fig. 4. The norm of the residual reaction force Rp and the critical eigenvalue l of the experimental tangent stiffness KppT at the converged fold line points.
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In the computational mechanics community, there are a num-
ber of benchmark problems that are used to compare and demon-
strate the capabilities of commercial/private finite element codes.
One such problem is a hinged, thin, isotropic cylindrical shell
point-loaded transversely at its centre, undergoing large displace-
ments and rotations. This particular problem is interesting as it
features many of the possible instability phenomena present in
shell mechanics; namely, force limit points, displacement limit
points, and bifurcations. The benchmark problem was introduced
in 1972 and has since been used in numerous articles and books
(Crisfield, 1981; Eriksson, 1991; Wardle, 2008; Zhou et al., 2015;
Groh et al., 2017). In particular, different finite element formula-31tions have led to slightly different results, raising the question of
which formulation is the most accurate throughout the shell’s
loading history? As discussed by Wardle (2008), for many years
only the symmetry-preserving solution was available from FE sol-
vers, whereas experimental specimens would transition onto an
asymmetric mode at the first bifurcation, thereby bypassing the
force and displacement limit points. Hence, no experimental data
exists for verification of the symmetry-preserving benchmark solu-
tion featuring limit points. Using the experimental path-following
and branch switching capability outlined herein, long-standing FE
benchmark problems could be experimentally verified.
In the previous arch example, the symmetrically located probe
pairs prevent the possibility of symmetry breaking and branch
switching onto bifurcated branches. These constraints are here
Fig. 5. Comparison of the equilibrium states along a fold line as solved from (i) isolating limit points on full equilibrium curves computed in ABAQUS (no probes), (ii) virtual
experimental path-following of fold lines (probes) and (iii) numerical path-following of fold lines using a bespoke FE code presented in Groh et al. (2018). Note that for (i) the
equilibrium states at the limit point from the FE Riks solver in ABAQUS is approximately determined by adopting the equilibrium state with the largest magnitude of ua.
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mapped out. As shown by Zhou et al. (2015) and Groh et al.
(2017), there exist two limit points and three pairs of pitchfork
bifurcations on the fundamental equilibrium path of the shallow
roof. The ‘secondary’ branches that originate from these three
bifurcation points feature additional bifurcations that lead to ‘ter-
tiary paths’.
The geometric properties of the shallow roof are summarised in
Table 2 and illustrated in Fig. 6a. The longitudinal edges of the roof
are pinned and the circumferential edges are free. In the virtual
testing environment, the shell roof is modelled using four-node,
reduced-integration S4R shell elements within ABAQUS, with a
48 48 element mesh. Two probe layout schemes are explored,
as shown in Fig. 6b–c, respectively. In both cases, four probes are
introduced to control the shape of the roof. In the first scheme,
two probes with the same x-coordinate are coupled, i.e. they move
up and down simultaneously, to enforce symmetry in the xz-plane.
For the second scheme, all four probes are independent and the
size of the corresponding KppT increases to 4 4. The planar coordi-
nates as well as the probe numbering system are shown in Fig. 6d.3.2.1. Scheme 1: Two independent pairs of probes
To represent an experiment with linked pairs of probes, sym-
metry boundary conditions are applied to the shell about the x-
axis (see Fig. 6b). Fig. 7a presents the converged equilibria on the
fundamental path and secondary branch from virtual testing, plot-
ted in terms of the transverse displacement ua vs the reaction force
Fa at the central actuation point. Blue squares denote stable equi-
libria (both eigenvalues of the 2 2 tangent stiffness matrix KppT
are positive), whereas magenta stars and red triangles represent
unstable equilibria with one and two negative eigenvalues in
KppT , respectively. Both limit points on the fundamental path are
pin-pointed and unstable equilibria between the limit points are
path-followed. Moreover, a pair of bifurcation points is identifiedTable 2
Geometric and material properties of the example shell roof.
R (mm) L (mm) t (mm) h (rad) E (N=mm2) m
2540 508 6.35 0.1 310275 0.3
32and the connecting secondary branch is traced. Fig. 8a–b present
the deformed shell in the converged equilibrium state on the fun-
damental and secondary bifurcation path, respectively. The analy-
sis reveals that a single independent set of probes is sufficient to
control the primary path (symmetric mode). This could be
achieved by coupling the vertical displacement of all four probes,
in which case the size of KppT reduces to a scalar.
For verification purposes, nonlinear solutions from the FE Riks
solver within ABAQUS are compared with the virtual testing results
and good correlation is observed. Currently no critical point pin-
pointing or branch switching capability is implemented in the Riks
solver of ABAQUS. Therefore, in order to trace the secondary branch
using ABAQUS, a geometric perturbation of the original geometry
using the first eigenmode (left–right asymmetric mode) is
introduced.
Fig. 7b presents the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the exper-
imental tangent stiffness matrix KppT along the fundamental equi-
librium path. As loading proceeds, the eigenvalue corresponding
to a left–right asymmetric mode falls to zero first, corresponding
to the first bifurcation point B1. We can branch switch from this
critical point B1 with a perturbation profile corresponding to a








. Beyond B1 on the fundamental path, there is at least one
negative eigenvalue until the second bifurcation point B2 is
reached, beyond which the equilibrium path remains stable. For
the branched secondary path, the number of negative eigenvalues
is always zero. Thus, apart from facilitating path-following of ordi-
nary points, the experimental tangent stiffness matrix also pro-
vides additional information about the intrinsic stability
characteristics of the structure.
The probe layout considered in this section prevents symmetry
breaking about the x-axis. Therefore, the test setup cannot identify
additional bifurcation points along the fundamental path (which
do break symmetry). This problem is addressed in the following
section by making all four probes independent.3.2.2. Scheme 2: Four independent probes
Fig. 9 presents the virtual testing results of the roof with four
independent probes. The blue squares denote stable converged
equilibria and the other symbols denote unstable converged equi-
Fig. 6. The pinned cylindrical shell roof under a central point load and the layout of probes for shape control. The probes only control the vertical translational displacement
and leave all other rotations and displacements free in order to prevent reaction moments and forces that would force the roof into a different equilibrium. (a) Shell roof
geometry and boundary conditions; (b) scheme with two independent pairs of probes; (c) scheme with four independent probes; (d) plan view of probe layout and the probe
numbering system.
Fig. 7. (a) Virtual testing results of the pinned cylindrical roof under a central point load. Squares, stars and triangles represent converged equilibrium states with the zero,
one and two negative eigenvalues of the experimental tangent stiffness KppT , respectively. Hollow and solid circles represent bifurcation points (‘B’) and displacement limit
points (‘LP’), respectively. Solid lines correspond to the solutions from the FE Riks solver in ABAQUS. (b) The eigenvalues and corresponding eigenmodes of the experimental
tangent stiffness matrix KppT along the fundamental equilibrium path.
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Fig. 8. Shell deformation profile along (a) the fundamental path with ua ¼ 16:76mm and Fa ¼ 224:35N; (b) secondary path 2 with ua ¼ 16:91mm and Fa ¼ 44:44N; (c)
secondary path 3 with ua ¼ 14:86mm and Fa ¼ 172:59N; and (d) secondary path 4 with ua ¼ 15:80mm and Fa ¼ 4:52N. Contours show vertical deflections, with warmer
colours indicating larger values.
Fig. 9. (a,c,d) Virtual testing experimental path-following results of the shallow roof with 4 independent probes. The path numbering system is shown in circles. The
numerical continuation solutions (Groh et al., 2018) are superposed as solid curves. Path 1 corresponds to the classical fundamental path; paths 2–4 are secondary branches
bifurcating from the fundamental path; and paths 5–7 are tertiary branches emanating from the secondary branches. Squares, crosses, triangles, hexagons and stars represent
converged equilibrium states with the number of negative eigenvalues in the experimental tangent stiffness KppT equal to zero, one, two, three and four, respectively. Hollow
and solid circles represent bifurcation points and limit points, respectively. (b) The eigenvalues and corresponding eigenmodes of the experimental tangent stiffness matrix
KppT along the fundamental equilibrium path.
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the fundamental path 1 and secondary path 2 identified using
two probe pairs, two more sets of bifurcation points and connect-
ing secondary paths (labelled 3 and 4) can be obtained. Deformed
configurations of the roof at the converged equilibria on these two
additional secondary branches are presented in Fig. 8c–d, respec-
tively. In particular, we access an isolated region of stability on
path 3. This isolated region of stability has been identified in two
numerical studies (Zhou et al., 2015; Groh et al., 2017) but has
not been confirmed experimentally.
Further, we obtain three tertiary paths—labelled 5, 6 and 7 in
Fig. 9a, c, d—stemming from secondary paths. Tertiary paths 5
and 6 connect back to the secondary branches from which they
originated; tertiary path 7 connects the secondary paths 3 and 4.
The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of KppT at each converged equilib-
rium state along the fundamental path are shown in Fig. 9b. The
critical eigenvectors at the bifurcation points on the secondary
paths, from which the tertiary paths stem, are listed in Table 3.
In particular, the critical eigenvectors on paths 5 and 6 are anti-
symmetric about x and y axes respectively, thus breaking the
deformation symmetry about the x and y axes on secondary paths
2 and 3.
Results from numerical continuation (Groh et al., 2018) are used
for verification of the tertiary paths. Good correlation is observed
for all the branches investigated. Discrepancies are a result of the
chosen convergence tolerance of the residual reaction force, where
Rp;tol ¼ 0:5 N. Results with a tighter convergence tolerance are pos-
sible but this is unlikely to be feasible in experiments due to the
influence of sensor noise.
With four independent probes, the experimental tangent stiff-
ness reflects the complete stability characteristics of the roof as
all known bifurcation points are pinpointed, and all secondary
and tertiary branches are traced. It should be noted that the curves
with eigenvectors / ¼ ½0:5;0:5;0:5;0:5
 and / ¼ ½0:5;0:5;
0:5;0:5
 are essentially the same as for two pairs of probes pre-



















respectively. Since the increase in the number of independent
probes makes the experiment less efficient, particularly in the pro-
cess of determining the experimental tangent stiffness, the exper-Fig. 10. (a) An axially compressed isotropic cylinder of radius R, length L, thickness t and
displacement up at the cylinder mid-length that creates a dimple and induces a react
Compress the cylinder axially until the level of compression is 50–70% of the classical bu
until the reaction force at the poker becomes zero (falls below a tolerance). (b-3) Use
solution using the experimental continuation technique.
Table 3
Critical eigenvectors at the bifurcation points connecting secondary and tertiary paths. Su
Path No. /start
1 2 3 4
5 0.6917 0.1468 0.6917 0.146
6 0.1912 0.1912 -0.6807 0.6807
7 0.6894 0.1571 0.1571 0.6894
35imental efficiency could be improved by coupling probes when
only certain equilibrium paths are of interest.
In conclusion, virtual testing of the shallow roof has demon-
strated that extended capabilities of experimental path-following,
such as the ability to branch switch, could provide the experimen-
tal data required to validate classic FE benchmark problems. Fur-
thermore, interesting bifurcation characteristics, such as the
isolated regions of stable equilibria observed in numerical studies
(Zhou et al., 2015), could be validated experimentally. A demon-
strated ability to reach such isolated stable regions also extends
the functional capabilities of nonlinear structures.3.3. Non-destructive testing of launch vehicle structures
Cylindrical shells are common structural forms used in the
aerospace industry; for example, in primary launch-vehicle struc-
tures and for aircraft fuselages. It is well known that cylinders
exhibit an extreme sensitivity to initial imperfections (geometric,
loading, vibrational perturbations, etc.) when loaded in uniaxial
compression, such that buckling has a tendency to occur at a frac-
tion of the load predicted by a linearised eigenvalue analysis. The
current design of launch vehicle structures is based on conserva-
tive, empirically derived safety factors that are used to knock-
down the numerical buckling load obtained from an analysis based
on an idealised perfect cylinder (Weingarten et al., 1965). Due to
the conservative nature of these design codes, significant mass sav-
ings are possible if the buckling load of imperfect cylinders can be
determined with more certainty, and especially, if this can be done
in a non-destructive manner in the laboratory.
Recent computational research on cylinder stability has high-
lighted the importance of localised buckling modes, so-called ‘dim-
ples’, on the onset and propagation of buckling (Evkin et al., 2019;
Groh and Pirrera, 2019; Kreilos and Schneider, 2017; Wagner et al.,
2017). Simultaneously, recent experiments have demonstrated
that the rigidity with which a cylinder resists the formation of a
single dimple can be interrogated by incorporating a lateral ‘poker’
in a typical uniaxial compression test (Virot et al., 2017), as shown
in Fig. 10. As the cylinder is compressed uniaxially (displacement
ua) a poker perturbs the cylinder laterally (displacement up). ByYoung’s modulus E, loaded by a controlled axial displacement ua and a lateral poking
ion force Fp. (b1–b3) Procedure for non-destructive testing of the cylinder. (b-1)
ckling load. (b-2) Move the poker located at the mid-height of the cylinder inward
the final state in (b-2) as the starting point for tracing the unstable single-dimple
bscripts ‘start’ and ‘end’ represent the loading sequence.
/end
1 2 3 4
8 0.6686 0.2282 0.6686 0.2282
0.5760 -0.5760 0.4101 0.4101
0.2724 0.2724 0.6520 0.6520
Table 4
Geometric and material properties of the cylindrical shell.
R (mm) L (mm) t (mm) E (N/mm2) m
28.6 107 0.104 210000 0.3
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rium corresponding to a single dimple can be determined when the
reaction force on the poker falls to zero, Fp ¼ 0. By repeating this
sequence for different levels of axial compression, a stability land-
scape can be determined, as shown in Fig. 11, which highlights a
number of key features that govern the buckling behaviour of axi-
ally compressed shells.
The single dimple first exists as a possible equilibrium state in
the post-buckling regime beyond a specific threshold of axial com-
pression. For levels of axial compression much smaller than this
threshold, the reaction force vs displacement of the poker describes
a curve of purely positive stiffness (see path 1 in Fig. 11a). Slightly
below the single-dimple threshold, the poker reaction force vs
poker displacement relationship is sigmoidal with two force limit
points, a maximum and a minimum, but the curve does not cross
the zero reaction force axis (see paths 2 and 3 in Fig. 11a). For
levels of compression above the single-dimple threshold, the poker
reaction force vs poker displacement curve is still sigmoidal but
now passes through the zero reaction force axis (see path 4 in
Fig. 11a). The locus of points that connects the maximum limit
points is a fold line (see Fig. 11b)—the so-called ‘ridge’ (Virot
et al., 2017)—that intuitively describes the rigidity of the cylinder
to resist lateral perturbations. Indeed, when the ridge intersects
the zero poker reaction force axis, the cylinder provides no resis-
tance to lateral disturbances; by definition, the buckling point
(BP in Fig. 11b) has been reached. Thus, the point where the ridge
intersects the poker reaction force axis can be used as a prediction
of the buckling load of imperfect cylinders.
Within the current displacement-based experimental path-
following framework, it is not possible to trace this ridge, a fold
line of force limit points. However, by synchronising the axial dis-
placement ua and poker displacement up, we are able to trace the
single-dimple equilibrium curve with the condition that the resid-
ual reaction force at the poker is zero. As shown in Fig. 11b, for
increasing ua the single-dimple equilibrium value of up decreases,
and the point where up ¼ 0 can thus be used as a prediction of
the critical buckling load ua;cr. To prevent buckling of the cylinder
during the experiment, and thus to guarantee non-destructive test-
ing, the experimental path-following procedure is terminated once
the poker displacement up falls below a specified threshold. InFig. 11. Stability landscape of the axially compressed cylinder with a controlled axial d
presented in Fig. 10a. (a) Poking force Fp vs dimple displacement up for different levels of
and up. Note that black dots in (a) represent the force limit point, which separates stable (
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
36order to predict the buckling load, the converged equilibria
obtained are then extrapolated to derive the level of axial compres-
sion where the poker displacement falls to zero.
The geometric and material properties of the cylindrical shell
investigated are the same as those adopted by Virot et al. (2017),
as summarised in Table 4. In the virtual testing experiment the
cylinder is modelled using four-node shell elements (120 circum-
ferential  72 axial elements), and has pinned boundary supports.
Fig. 10 presents the experimental procedure for the virtual testing.
The cylinder is initially compressed to 50%–70% of the classical




, and to a level above the sin-
gle dimple threshold. A poker is attached at the mid-length of the
cylinder, and is moved radially inwards while keeping the level of
axial compression fixed. As presented in Fig. 11a, the reaction force
initially increases and then decreases with poker displacement.
The poking process ends when the reaction force at the poker Fp
becomes zero. Compared with the setup in Virot et al. (2017), the
poker is bi-directional and can both push and pull. This means that
the otherwise unstable single-dimple solution with Fp ¼ 0 can be
stabilised. Once this equilibrium state is obtained, the experimen-
tal path-following technique is adopted to trace the unstable
single-dimple solution with varying axial compression and dimple
depth. Here, the poker assumes the function of a probe required for
shape control.
Fig. 12 presents the virtual testing results for a perfect cylindri-
cal shell (no geometric imperfections). The cylinder is loaded to
51% of the classical buckling load; then, the poker is moved
inwards with constant axial compression until the poker reaction
force is zero (falls below a tolerance), indicated by the red triangle
in Fig. 12a. Note that this equilibrium state is unstable and remov-
ing the poker would lead to buckling of the shell. Next, the exper-
imental path-following is initiated in the direction of increasing ua.
As shown in Fig. 12b, the poker displacement up decreases withisplacement ua and a lateral poking displacement up at the cylinder mid-length, as
compression ua. (b) The three-dimensional stability landscape as a function of ua; Fp
blue lines) and unstable (red lines) equilibria. (For interpretation of the references to
Fig. 12. Virtual non-destructive testing results of the perfect cylindrical shell (no geometric imperfections). (a) The load–end-shortening relationship at the actuation point in
the pre-buckling regime, poking regime and the single-dimple post-buckling regime. Triangles and crosses represent the start and end of the experimental path-following
process. (b) The relationship of the actuation point and poker displacement during testing. Arrows represent the loading direction. Symbol star represents the extrapolated
critical state, based on a least-squares fit of the converged equilibria (dashed blue line). Note that the residual reaction force tolerance at the poker is 0.05N. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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sion increases. To prevent the shell from buckling, the path-
following procedure is terminated before up ¼ 0 is reached, and
the critical state is extrapolated using a linear least-squares fit
(dashed line in Fig. 12b). The extrapolated buckling compression
ua;cr ¼ 0:2400mm, is within 2% of the critical value obtained from
a linear eigenvalue analysis (ucl ¼ Lt=ðR
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3ð1 m2Þp Þ ¼
0:2355mm). This demonstrates the feasibility of predicting the
buckling load of a cylinder by extrapolating the equilibrium curve
of the unstable single dimple.
The buckling load of imperfect cylinders is known to fall signif-
icantly below linear eigenvalue predictions. Hence, if the above
analysis is repeated for an imperfect cylinder, the extrapolated
equilibrium curve of the single dimple is expected to predict a
buckling load well below the linear eigenvalue prediction. To sim-
ulate the effect of geometric imperfections, we seed a random
imperfection distribution onto the cylinder. The geometry of the
imperfect cylinder is given by:
x ¼ Rþ A0randð1;1Þ½ 
cosh;
y ¼ Rþ A0randð1;1Þ½ 
 sinh;
z ¼ z; ð33Þ
where A0 is the imperfection amplitude, randð1;1Þ is a random
number between 1 and 1, and h and z are the circumferential
and axial coordinates, respectively.
Since effective shape control of the structure at unstable equi-
libria is a prerequisite of the proposed experimental path-
following technique, the poker should be located where the loca-
lised dimple initially develops. A previous study (Groh and
Pirrera, 2019) has shown that localisations generally form at the
location with the sharpest imperfection feature, i.e. the largest sec-
ond derivative of the imperfection signature. For modelling conve-37nience, the imperfection amplitude at the poker location is set 10
times greater than at any other location. Numerical path-
following using the Riks solver in ABAQUS verifies that the cylinder
always buckles by forming a single dimple at this location. Two
representative poker locations at axial positions zp=L = 1/2 and
2/3 are investigated with imperfection amplitude A0=t ¼ 0:3 to
consider different imperfection features.
Following the same test procedure, the imperfect cylinder is ini-
tially compressed and then poked to obtain the single-dimple solu-
tion. Fig. 13a presents the relationship between the poker reaction
force and the poker displacement for the imperfect cylinder at dif-
ferent levels of axial compression. Compared to the perfect case,
imperfections create limit points before the single-dimple solution
is reached, i.e. before Fp ¼ 0. Therefore, it is not possible to obtain
the single-dimple solution using the single poker in these circum-
stances. The emergence of limit points in the Fp vs up relationship is
caused by the evolution of the localised dimple. Fig. 14 presents
the evolution of the single dimple along the unstable portion of
the poking curve (beyond limit points in the Fp vs up plots). The
dimple develops at the localised imperfection, see the red dot in
subfigure (b-1), but when the axial compression decreases
below a certain threshold, the dimple moves away from the
original location. Accordingly, the poker will lose control authority
over the deformation leading to instability. Therefore, the
pre-compression level needs to be sufficiently high for the single
dimple to be located at the poking point.
The initial pre-compression level uaR=Lt in the cylinder is set to
0.3855, i.e. ua=u
perf
a;cr ¼ 63:7%. The poker reaction force vs poker dis-
placement relationship is presented as a solid black line in Fig. 13.
Fig. 13b presents the converged single-dimple solution of the
imperfect cylinder using the virtual experimental path-following
technique. Since the geometric imperfection breaks the subcritical
bifurcation on the fundamental prebuckling path, we can path-
Fig. 13. (a) Stability landscape of an axially compressed imperfect cylinder with a poking side force applied at different cylinder axial positions zp=L. Normalised poker force
(FpR=Et
3) versus the normalised poker displacement (up=t) for different levels of axial compression. Solid and dashed lines represent stable and unstable equilibria in terms of
displacement-controlled loading. Black dots represent limit points; triangles represent the single dimple solutions, i.e. the starting point for the experimental path-following
process. (b) Virtual non-destructive testing of imperfect cylinder with localised imperfection. The limit point indicates the predicted buckling load, separating the stable (blue
line) and unstable (red line) equilibria. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Note that the relationship between ua and up is almost linear
before the limit points for both poking locations. For verification
purposes, the static Riks solver within ABAQUS is also used to trace
the equilibrium path of the imperfect cylinder under axial com-
pression. Good correlation with the virtual testing results for both
poking locations is observed in Fig. 13b. Furthermore, the buckling
load predicted by the non-destructive testing methodology is well
below the linear eigenvalue prediction, i.e. P=Pcr  0:52. Hence, the
buckling load of an imperfect cylinder can be determined experi-
mentally without causing the cylinder to buckle and potentially
induce permanent damage.
It should be noted that the proposed non-destructive testing
method based within the current experimental path-following
framework is only effective if the governing failure mode of the
cylinder is a localised single dimple and the poker is located at
the strongest imperfection feature. In practice, a surface scanning
device would be required to obtain the imperfection profile and
determine the best poker location.38As shown in Fig. 13a, the location of the force limit points in the
Fp vs up curves (max Fp) are not affected to the same extent by geo-
metric imperfections as the edge state (Fp ¼ 0). In other words, the
poker does not have to be located at strongest imperfection feature
to control the single-dimple deformation shape of the cylinder.
Thus, fold line tracing of the ridge (max Fp limit points) is expected
to be a more robust non-destructive testing approach. To facilitate
this, a force-based experimental path-following framework has to
be implemented.4. Conclusions
In Part II we have extended the experimental path-following
framework introduced in Part I to the analysis of critical points.
Established numerical algorithms for pinpointing critical points,
branch-switching at bifurcations and tracing fold lines were
described and then implemented in a feedback control system
for displacement-based experimental path-following. The feasibil-
Fig. 14. (a) The axial compression load–end-shortening relationship of the imperfect cylinder with four representative deformation shapes of the cylinder on the unstable
path presented in (b), solved using the static Riks solver within ABAQUS. Contours show displacement magnitude, with warmer colours indicating larger values. The initial
imperfection with magnitude A0=t ¼ 0:3 was located at the half-cylinder length, as indicated by the red dots in (b). Note that the blue and red lines in (a) represent stable and
unstable equilibria, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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ing environment, using FE to simulate the nonlinear structures.
Three applications were explored to illustrate the potential of
advanced experimental path-following methods: (i) quantifying
the sensitivity of snap-through loads in shape-adaptive structures
with respect to governing parameters of these structures; (ii)
validation of long-standing nonlinear FE benchmark problems;
and (iii) a non-destructive testing method for buckling of
imperfection-sensitive cylinders governed by a subcritical
bifurcation.
The physical implementation of advanced experimental path-
following methods will require significant future work. In particu-
lar, the integration of multiple independent actuators (and corre-
sponding sensors) for probe and actuation points will complicate
the experimental design, and robustness to experimental uncer-
tainty must be further characterised. However, we hope that the
examples have demonstrated the potential of the experimental
path-following algorithms to facilitate bespoke testing capabilities,
and that the results will encourage implementation of these con-
cepts in the fields of experimental mechanics.Data Statement
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